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Preamble
The Spiritualist Society of Athens “The Divine Light” published two books that
primarily contain teaching by Hippocrates [20] and [21]. I have translated excerpts
from these two books and have added some teachings by Homer from [10]. All the
teachings relate to medicine and the medical profession. Because of the large
number of topics I have divided them into three monographs (Monographs 5, 6 and
7) that group together selected medical areas. The Greek texts are given in
chronological order, whereas the monographs are groupings of topics. In the
monographs, I have provided the reference as well as the day/date that the
Teaching was delivered
Hippocrates, the greatest of all earthly physicians is the head of a spiritual group of
doctors that the Lord Jesus Christ has created.
It has to be stressed that the early scientists wrongly coined the term psychiatry
and psychiatric illness. A clarification of this mistranslation is given in the
monographs and the importance of looking after our bodies is explained.
From 1970 until the completion of the Teachings, the Spiritual Society of Athens
ran a “therapeutic branch” where many sufferers attended and sought advice
regarding their illnesses. Some of the dialogues between patients and Spiritual
Teachers are given in the Greek texts, but I have omitted them.
The Spiritualist Society of Athens “The Divine Light” is currently translating into
English the two above-mentioned volumes. Further information is available from
their website www.divinelight.org.gr.
This series of monographs complements the four books in the series “The Purpose
of Earthly Life” which can be downloaded free from the website
www.divinepharos.org.

Yianni Attikiouzel
Translator and Editor
September 2011
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_____________________
________________________________________
[20:261-262]
The meaning of the word “phylismos”
{24 Nov 1972}
PHARAH: Brothers, We previously have interpreted the meaning of
the word “phylismos” using sexualism to draw your attention to the
meaning of the word. But you were not interested to ask if the word sexualism:
involving
“phylismos” has a deeper meaning and therefore We did not reproductive union.
elaborate.

Phylismos means the mutual attraction of heterosexual entities from
the point of view of their need for spiritual and psychic cooperation,
irrespective if this will end into coition. After the act of coition
between heterosexuals, irrespective if one desired and wished the
other, a vacuum is created which their spiritual and psychic union
refills, creating between them an intimate and continuous bond.
Phylismos satisfies both the heterosexuals from all points of view and
protects them from neurosis, incomprehensibility and anguish.
Phylismos is a bond that is not only concerned with the material need
of the two sexes but also their psychospiritualism. The substance of
the word lies in the more complete union of their attributes for the
balancing of the soul and the spirit.
One complements the
shortcomings of the other in total cooperation and complete harmony.

heterosexual: (from the
Greek: hetero = opposite)
refers to sexual behaviour
practices
or
identity
predicated on exclusive
preference for the opposite
sex. [NB. Greek: homo =
same].
coition: sexual intercourse.
psychospiritualism:
the
spiritual needs of a entity
consisting of a soul and a
spirit.

Phylismos: is the means that satisfies the psycho-spiritual entity as
well as its body.
Sexualism: is the momentary bodily gratification that after its energy
(is expended) it creates a vacuum and languor in the entity. That is
why it also creates a spiritual decline from which harmful
consequences stem.
________________________________________
Phylismos
HIPPOCRATES: Sexology does not belong to the ethical part of the
Word, because ethics is a branch of philosophy.
Phylismos incorporates two factors: the spirit itself and the material
gratification.

sexualism: This term is
used in the literature to refer
to Man’s sexual nature.
_____________________
[20:39-40; 40-42]
{4 and 25 Dec 1965}
Sexology: is the study of
human sexual interests,
behaviour and function.

Phylismos is the contributing factor of a good or bad life. From it
stems the occult sufferings of the human race. Therefore, it belongs
to a special branch of the Word and energy, and is classified under
the animal strength of the entity.
Men have not as yet managed to classify phylismos to a specific
branch of science.
Phylismos is the ground on which two opposite worlds operate: the
Heavenly and the earthly. And because the action produces carnal
pleasure, the earthly world prevails, from which stems the ills of
mankind.
Medical science will classify it in a special chapter, not with human
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knowledge but with Heavenly. That is, the scientist ought to
collaborate with the Spiritual World, because only from It will he
receive directions and Light, so that evil can be destroyed and
humanity saved.
Every human is a different world. Of course, there are similarities
and resemblances but these are not absolute. This chapter is the
most difficult of all and needs spiritual study with Our help.
Phylismos has as its base the measure. But this measure is elastic
and needs to be adjusted by Our Authority since you ignore its dark
side.
Phylismos emphasises heredity and a spiritual strength or its
collapse.
Many men have the opinion that phylismos is natural to Man. But
they do not know its consequences when they exceed the rule that
Our Authority specifies: All earthly entities, have the right to consult
the Spiritual World about the state of their phylismos, because by not
knowing the consequences of not upholding the Rule it is possible to
fall into a heavy social sin.
For the faithful, there are many methods of communication. Only one
method of communication with Our Authority exists, which you
benefit from.
When this one ceases, automatically the
communication of Divine with Earth will terminate until the end
of your world.
HIPPOCRATES: All men are unable to lift the same weight;
similarly, all the faithful do not have the same strength to lift the same
weight of the Cross. Whoever is destined to lift a specified weight
and lifts above the measure, causes harm to his entity, which is
always incurable. Many who know in advance of the harm that lifting
above the measure can cause, avoid this trouble.

When this one ceases …
world: refers to the Divine
link established by the Lord
between Heaven and the
Spiritualist
Society
of
Athens.
Communications
ceased with the death of the
medium, Pizanis, in 1979.
weight: weight on the soul
of a psycho-spiritual entity
is caused by sins and
disobedience.

The same does not happen with phylismos as with weight. Man in
this situation, thinks instinctively and never refutes this weight,
irrespective of how heavy it is. That is, his spirit does not balance the
measure with his idiosyncrasy. This desire that always flourishes in
Man is called “elastic measure”. Exceeding the measure at the
expense of phylismos, we sin against correctness and thus fall in the
counterbalance of self-punishment.
In other words, in phylismos there are: the measure and the excess
of the measure.
For the two genders, there is: first, the ready food and secondly the
unprepared food.
Ready food is the bond of two heterosexuals in common consent;
they give a solution to phylismos for mutual satisfaction.
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The unprepared food is when one of the heterosexuals exerts
opposing willpower on the other, that is, one of them, by fraud,
persuasion or pressure forces their will at the expense of the other.
This situation in terms of injustice or in terms of compulsion has the
weight of ethical pain. That is, the enforcer, sins not for the act of
coition but for material satisfaction without a virtuous reason.
If the bond of phylismos is left free, as it exists in beasts, then Man
instead of ascending as a spiritual entity will fall to a lower level than
that of animals.
As you know, the spirit is a gift from God to Man. Therefore, when
Man does not use this gift appropriately, then pressure is exerted on
his spirit, so its light is removed and it walks in darkness.

NB:
It is generally assumed that
modern sexual medicine
was founded by German
psychiatrists
and
dermatologists for example,
Richard von Krafft-Ebing
and Iwan Bloch. History of
modern sexual medicine
began, indeed, decades
earlier so that nowadays
scientists look back over 150
years-not
100
years-of
research,
praxis,
and
teaching.
The Italian
professor of pathology and
anthropology,
Paolo
Mantegazza
(1831-1910)
was a pioneer in this area
(See Monograph 7: Spiritual
Medicine - III).

In Heaven when the spirit of an entity is overcome by soul strength,
then it returns to Earth, to confirm that the spirit has truly changed
tactics. Divinity knows the entity but It leaves Man alone to recognize
himself and accept his mistakes without anyone’s intervention.
________________________________________
_____________________
[20:17-18] and [20:212-215]
Eros, nature’s trap
PHARAH: Eros has a general meaning; it is distinguished from Love,
{27 Nov 1962} and {13 Dec
and it means the acquisition of sensation.
1971}
Its definition is: Eros means passion, which is created by the
attraction of your physical need for the satisfaction of your senses.

Eros: sexual love

They say, “eros is blind”, because it confuses the mind that does not
perceive where it is heading. I say heading, because it is the mind
that directs you.
It is not a disease as others say, but attraction and confusion. The
strength of eros depends on the confusion of the mind and the
physical need to fulfil a vacuum.
Eros is only a physical material force. For this reason eros needs to
be educated, so that it does not exceed the measure, because when
the confusion is cleared and the passion is satisfied, repulsion is as
strong as the over-the-measure attraction.
Eros is nature’s trap. You are captured and you do not know for a
while in what situation you will find yourself.
Refuse the cup with the glittering unknown sweet drink of eros. It will
possibly make you drunk until despair.
HIPPOCRATES: Eros as We understand it from the material point of
view, is the natural drive of entities to multiply. If the latter was the
only reason, then humans would not procreate. For this reason
nature’s foresight gave carnal pleasure to erotic contact. But you
know from the Spiritual World that Man can move freely within the
measure. Exceeding the measure always tends towards that
considered to be undesirable by Heaven.
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My dear brethren, since you are on Earth and you are material men,
you, of course, have a need of all material means from all points of
view. But this does not mean that uncontrolled you are able to
exceed everything. So that, you will not find yourself from the shore
(side) of the Good to the opposite side, the shore of the harmful.
Friendship between humans, that is, between men and women is not
abhorrent to Heaven. Heaven has not set the barriers. But because
Man looses control of all that he likes, the (earthly) wise men
invented barriers to such an extent, that today they produce the
opposite result as a reaction to these excessive barriers and they
increase corruption in your world.
pathos: passion, disease,

Eros as is developed in My talk, is “pathos”. This brings the suffering.
absurdity that when nature forces, the spirit obeys without
agreement, logic and real love. For this reason I spoke for a while
about eros because this affliction falls within My area.
________________________________________
_____________________
Bond between man and woman
[20:13-15]
HIPPOCRATES: For completion, I give you an aspect of erotism {12 Oct 1962}
between two heterosexuals. I divide it into four categories:
A - Bond by religious marriage, due to empathy or self-interest.
B - Bond by political marriage, by intention, but with incalculable
and uncertain results.
C - Bond based on close friendship until satiation, with the
consequence of only the habitual body contact, so that the
two heterosexuals extinguish their pathos but its renewal with
other persons and the complete removal of specific aim and
total indifference to the measure.
D - Sacred bond of two heterosexuals, under any form, which is
possible for this bond to rarely appear in the above
categories, excluding a third person. This bond, that is called
sacred, can be found in the mutual attraction of the two
interested heterosexuals with the formation of the sacred
measure of their love. This bond is the most sacred and
complete, whenever it appears – albeit rarely.

erotism: sexual hunger,
erotic desire, passion.

pathos: the quality or power
in an actual human life
experience – passion.

The analysis of the above four categories:
A- This first religious bond, is necessary in society because its basis
is the ethical principle and the sentiment of the two interested parties
that crystallises the sanctity of love and places eros in secondary
position by purifying it.
This phenomenon is rare during the cohabitation of the couple
because this bond from the beginning had considered a number of
options and overt self-interests or even hidden ones.
B- The second, the political marriage or bond, is a contract between
two heterosexuals, rarely perfect and usually not. Because when the
characters of the heterosexuals do not match, they easily dissolve
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their bond as if nothing had happened.
This bond is an example of the frivolous human nature. Whereas it
contains correct views, the majority of them are wrong, because
those concerned ignore because of their passion to connect
erotically.
Such bond in insignificant cases links two heterosexuals with mutual
feeling and sentimentality, so they could become good companions
on their earthly life.
C- The third close bond of friendship lasts until its satiation. And
because habit becomes second nature, the bond of friendship is
nullified and is replaced by another or others, renewing only the
desire of passion by totally disregarding the measure.
In this case, the lovers wander in sin, lies, deceit and in their frenzy
ignore the existence of the meaning of ideal, where there exists the
purified erotism.
Such men, in time, are considered the scum of society. And the
women corrupt their ethos and despair, because younger women,
friends of the same category, replace them.
D- The fourth sacred bond is not common; it is rare, because it is not
only the bond of empathy of the two heterosexuals, but also their
reward of the sacred bond according to the will of Our Authority, for
reasons that remain secret. In this case third persons are excluded.
This sacred bond is determined by Heaven and acquires mutual love
and erotic elevation through the enlightenment of the Divine
measure.
This bond is the most sacred and complete. It creates its own station
for the idealism of eros as divine love in the Creation. It is possible to
manifest in the most worthy moral category, to awaken and produce.
_____________________
________________________________________
[20:19-20]
Heredity
{10 Aug 1963}
PHARAH: Heredity is the material imprint on the genealogy of Man.
The physical habits and propensities of a man can be inherited,
because the cells transfer all these other than the spiritual strength to
the newborn.
If one is spiritual, he owes this to his psycho-spiritual entity. The soul
that is about to attach itself to his family, is a sister soul and has its creator:
own consistency. But arriving into your world, it inherits from the father.
material surroundings tendencies that are either good or bad.
If the soul is spiritually superior to its (earthly) creator, then its spirit
is compelled to cultivate the tendencies, and in the future acquires
the talent of Good for whatever follows, or the talent of Evil; then one
may say: “ How come this good man acquired a child with such a bad
disposition?”
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But if the opposite happens, then it is said: “The father was great and
the son having followed his path exceeded his father”.
You are wrong in both cases, because there is no relationship
between the newly arrived souls and their parents.
Heredity is an indication of cellular homogeneity, although not
absolutely, because the surroundings contribute.

guides it without forcing it or
interfering. When the spirit
chooses to act incorrectly it
applies pressure on the soul
that then is restrained due
to its lack of soul-strength.
Therefore building up soulstrength on Earth is of
paramount importance to
overcome the spirit.

Definition: “Heredity is the conveyed cell into a new entity”.
_____________________
________________________________________
[21:98-101] and [20:44]
Parthenogenesis
{14 Jun 1966} and {31 Oct
PHARAH: If you question specialist doctors, each one of them will 1974} and {6 Nov 1974}
give an answer based on his comprehension. There are few doctors
who know well the meaning of this word.
Parthenogenesis is when a woman gives birth without coming into a parthenogenesis = virgin
union with a man. That is, she is still a virgin. At earlier times, this birth.
was considered a phenomenon. However it was wrongly thought as
such, because it is against nature; but it can be a natural
consequence of the modification of the act that will be explained by
Hippocrates.
HIPPOCRATES: Even though some of the earthly doctors have
examined this subject, relatively little has been said or published.
Therefore, many people consider the birth given by a virgin girl to be
an unexplained phenomenon.
But when one delves deeper into the physical Laws and researches
them, one will perceive that no one can violate the natural Law and
show that a “virgin-mother” is an unexplained phenomenon or even
to explain it according to ones subjective perception.
It is time for men to stop creating unnatural situations to cover reality
with plausible myths.

parthenogenesis: is a form
of asexual reproduction. In
parthenogenesis
("virgin
birth"), the females produce
eggs, but these develop into
young without ever being
fertilized. Parthenogenesis
occurs in some fish, several
kinds of insects, and a few
species of frogs and lizards.

An inquisitive person may ask:
“How is it possible for some women in your world, who have never
come into physical contact with men and kept their virginity intact, to
give birth to children?”
In this situation, the “phenomenon” was not discussed, because it
was not in the best interest of the virgin-mothers that they be
exposed and this way the truth remained in the darkness,
unexplained.
The physical joint act of two heterosexuals despite the barriers of
social customs is naturally a condition subject to the Law of increase and multiply: Gen
“increase and multiply”. Therefore, if a woman as a wife, friend or 1:28.
lover comes into contact with the opposite gender, and after her
physical contact does not wash and inconsiderately comes into
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physical contact with a friend who is a virgin, by distorted, calculated
intention, or accidental contact is made with her intimate virgin-friend
from exceptional love towards her or even ignorance, the remaining
spermatozoa in the vagina could possibly transfer into the virgin - and
sometimes at depth - and develop quickly, without them perceiving it.
The latter then falls pregnant. This way a virgin is fertilised by a
woman who transferred the spermatozoa to her.
others:

the majority of

This is a case of negligence. There are many others that I consider cases involve a third party
superfluous to expand upon.
and are kept secret to
Therefore, parthenogenesis is not a phenomenon but a careless act
of a woman that acted together with a man and indirectly transferred
his sperm into another woman or virgin.

protect the three parties and
respect towards prevailing
customs

Today, woman has been so derailed that she is not concerned about
the pretexts of ethics and tradition. That is why modern women
many times deny their own children.
I mention all this, to prove that Nature has Laws and rules that are
not overturned by myths that Man, due to ethical principles has
avoided revealing. But at the same time he has secretly cultivated
the debauched life, while feigning an ethical and devout approach.
PHARAH: As you already know, the Laws of the Lord are irrevocable.
Based on these, it is not possible for a child to be born without
contact between a male and a female.
In rare circumstances when the female does not come into contact
with a male and gives birth, then this rare occurrence is called
parthenogenesis. It is called so, because the female has not had coition: same as sexual
intercourse, copulation.
coition with a male.
You will ask: how is it possible to give birth since the Law of the Lord
applies to all?
When a spermatozoon enters the female vagina and takes position in
the womb, the mother, according to the physical law, feeds it. Before
conception manifests, in a new contact with a male, a new
spermatozoon enters not only into the womb but it also attaches itself
to the first spermatozoon that is already taking shape. The second
one does not develop symmetrically with the first one since that has
priority.
If the second one, is not of the same gender as the first, a limited
preservation is afforded, until the newborn is developed. And if the
latter is female, at the age of her first genital orgasm, the primitive
spermatozoon enters into the new womb and fertilises the virgin girl!
A few wise priests of the Indian religions knew this.
Parthenogenesis exists in certain insects. There are insects that are
fertilised by the pollen of certain trees.
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This is how virgin birth is explained.
_____________________
________________________________________
[21:106-108]
Spermatozoa subject to radiation of corresponding Heavenly
{26 Nov 1974}
spirits
HIPPOCRATES: When the Spiritual World decides to interpret for
you topics that are relevant to both Heaven and Earth, you ought to
publicize them as scientific knowledge and not hide them from the
wider public due to your hypocritical modesty.
The Heavenly Texts are for all. Those who understand them will
benefit from them. Those who do not understand them are spiritually
lagging behind. And those who consider them reprehensible, this is
due to their excessive hypocrisy.
Do not confuse ethical with physical education. Before you answer,
think carefully, weigh your words with calmness and sincerity.
As you know from Our previous texts, the influence of Heavenly
Entities on earthly ones is great. Therefore, there is a continuous
relationship between Heaven and Earth, for either good or bad,
without of course the earthly entities perceiving this energy. That is
why I will mention something similar to the direct relationship of
Heavenly and earthly entities.
The male semen contains many more spermatozoa than science has
specified. These move spasmodically and are fed by a special
calorific matter, which transmits movement to the spermatozoa, and
pushes it forward.
Thus, each spermatozoon, from the many millions that co-exist in the
semen, represents an entity in the Transit Centre that is certain to
be reincarnated. Therefore, amongst the millions of spirits a struggle
develops as to which one will be able to best protect the assigned
spermatozoon.
The spirit that has acquired more strength in Heaven, is therefore
interested to protect its best seed. Because each spermatozoon is
like a preliminary seed. The struggle between entities takes place in
Heaven using radiations, so whichever wins with its radiation,
secures its return to Earth.
As I explained each spermatozoon moves with the radiation of the
corresponding spirit. This struggle is rough and hard because a war
of strength and endurance rages between the spermatozoa. But the
real struggle using radiations, takes place between the spirits that
strengthens the corresponding spermatozoa. You can appreciate
how difficult this struggle is and with how much difficulty a spirit
manages to win by itself its reincarnation on Earth.

The Transit Centre or ‘Soul
Terminal’ constitutes the
linking point between the
material and non- material
(Heaven) worlds. This centre
is both the centre for
ascending
(returning
to
Heaven) and descending (to
be reincarnated) psychospiritual entities. The Transit
Centre being akin to an
airport passenger terminal,
where tickets, visas etc are
issued subject to certain
conditions.

NB: This airport terminal
also contains reform-holding
compartments
(holding
cells).

When the winner enters into the vagina of the woman, under the
direction of the corresponding spirit, and enters the chamber of
feeding and its connection, the woman remains pregnant until the
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time arrives for it to exit from the vagina and immediately ready to
enter into it, the new motive power, is the soul.
During the process of pregnancy, there are many dangers as much
from the mother as from the spontaneous entry of the spermatozoon
in the mother’s vagina aided by forces foreign to the Spiritual World.
That is how premature deaths of the newborn occur.
The appearance of a new young man on Earth is complex. There
are an infinite number of cases that I am unable to include in this
small note to give you an idea of what happens.

NB:
It is reported:
www.abc.net.au/news/storie
s on 3 May 2011 that men
with
apparently
healthy
sperm could still be infertile
due to a ‘chaperone’ protein,
which
prevents
the
spermatozoon to recognise
the egg.

After all that I say, tell me is there or is there not a higher Authority
that oversees everything with such harmony so that one can admire
the great work of God.
This image, even though incomplete, brings before your eyes an
unknown world with continuous struggle. That is why the Spiritual
World has stressed that Man represents a special Universe that
includes future citizens to whom it is not possible to give Divine
Breath - only to very few. You can now understand the density of
souls that exist in the Transit Centre.
From the society of families depends the level of your community. If
you are not enlightened well during secondary school and enter
university, instead of enlightening your brothers you will confuse their
minds.
________________________________________
Miscarriage
PHARAH: My dear brothers, this subject is very complicated but I will
try to give you a simple explanation about the woman you have
mentioned.

_____________________
Monthly magazine of the
Spiritualist
Society
of
Athens.
Number 437;p2-3; Jan 2010

{18 Apr 1970}

When an embryo of advanced age is delivered dead from the
mother’s womb, it is a birth without soul.
A psycho-spiritual entity chose the mother for its reincarnation but
when descending to Earth instead of entering the chosen mother - it
did not, and waited to enter into another. The entity is returned to its
starting place and waits for new directions from the Spiritual World.
This is one of many cases and especially for the sister you have
mentioned. In other circumstances for the same sister it is possible
for something else to occur. We organize all these within a second. I
gave this explanation to satisfy your curiosity. If I continue with other
cases, then I would need, only on this topic, an earthly year.
_____________________
________________________________________
[20:55-56]
Obstruction of conception by technical means
{11 May 1969}
PHARAH: The drugs that obstruct conception are partly harmful to
the health. If the human organism is weak at a specific place, then a
seat (of disease) develops and you are unable perceive from where
the misfortune came.
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When because of her health, a woman has to avoid conception or to
abort the fetus then this is not a sin because of her duty to preserve
her life.
But when a maiden or married woman conceives out of wedlock etc,
she has no right to attend the doctor and abort.
When she wanted to taste the “apple” where was her spirit? Has she
done everything she could to avoid it? It is her duty to bear the fruit
of the seeding, because this has been determined from Above. We
forgive this social error if she accepts the new life, as an extension of tree: here it refers to the
the life of the tree. That is, the new sprout which is an extension of genealogical tree.
life.
Without a serious reason avoidance of conception is not allowed.
Because imagine, if all the women systematically did this, then the
Divine plan would not be realised. This is because the souls through
the woman, who constitutes the organ for this, make it possible for
them to incarnate for their expiation.
Therefore, the church correctly places obstacles. The priest though,
if he has a broad spirit knows by inspiration when to forgive and
when to punish.
________________________________________
Why abortions must be avoided
PHARAH: I refer to the fetuses that are in the womb of their mother.
Let me call them phytozoa because they develop like plants. When
the mother feels the movements of the phytozoon inside her, it does
not follow that this has a soul. But many men, particularly doctors,
have the conviction that these phytozoa or fetuses (or embrya) really
have a soul. Science is deceived, because it does not know the
unknown of Divine Creation.
Why has Divinity for so many years let it be understood that the
phytozoa have a soul and let the Law forbid abortions? Heaven has
not enlightened all on this point, precisely to avoid the removal of
phytozoa from the mother’s womb.

____________________
[20:255-256] and [21:56-57]
{26 Oct 1972} and {24 Oct
1973}

fetus (from Latin) = embryo
(from Greek).
phytozoa: The name is
obsolete in modern science.
(in
Greek
φυτοζωα
=
phytozoa). [at earlier times
it was called zoophyte; also
φυτο=phyto=plant] and is the
plural of (one) phytozoon.

For many years We have enlightened you on this subject. And
today, to complete, I will mention the reason for avoiding abortions:
NB:
Because this way you delay Divine Providence.
Psycho-spiritual entities must receive flesh and bones, because
amongst them there are entities with a mission, a small one but
important for you mortals.
When one family has enough children and does not want any more
because of financial difficulties, it is possible to take measures so that
it does not have to resort to abortions. This way, the descending
spirit is immediately transferred elsewhere, and no one becomes able
to deny of its entry to the earthly world.

St Augustine (354-430 CE)
accepted the Aristotelian
concept
of
“delayed
ensoulment”. He wrote that
a human soul cannot live in
an unformed body. Thus,
early in pregnancy an
abortion is not wrong
because
no
soul
is
destroyed
(or,
more
accurately, only a vegetable
or
animal
soul
is
terminated).

I believe that you have understood well all that I have developed
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about this point that encapsulates the creation of the world.
PHARAH: Brother, abortion in the first instance is a mistake due to
ignorance based on prevailing conventions and perceptions.
Secondly, it is preferable that it is not carried out because it delays
Divine Providence in the development of the necessary
reappearances of entities for their development and fulfilment of their
duties.
In very few cases abortion is permitted. This situation belongs to
exceptional forced decisions.
All women, in the main, know they are subject to the Law of Nature to
conceive. If for one reason or another, they prefer to avoid
conception, they should take appropriate measures. This does not
mean that they do not wish to become mothers.
But if through imprudence, they do not take into consideration that
during their weakness of erotic intensity it is possible to conceive,
then they are obliged to be subjected to the consequences,
irrespective how harsh they are and maintain their pregnancy without
timidity and shame so that they do not become an obstacle to Divine
work.
Because when it is decided by Heaven for an entity - he or she - to
descend into the ‘under construction body’, you do not have the right
to knowingly reject it. This action is considered as disobedience to
the specified plan of Heavenly decisions.
If a woman wishes to conceive without having a legal husband with
whom she has liaisons and without obliging him to legalise it,
because she wanted it, then society has no right to consider her
lowly, and shameless and ignore her. Her attitude should be
courageous, with high morale, knowing that she is within the physical
Law.
If men, in this situation have placed unnatural barriers, this was
because a woman from lack of volition and imprudence is easily
converted to a common rabbit state.
The cases of abortions differ in kind, as is the position of the woman
in front of Heaven.
________________________________________
_____________________
Does the fetus have a spirit
[20:126-129]
PHARAH: As the Light of the Lord I come to bless my dear brothers {23 Nov 1970}
and wish them a good start for the séances. These séances aim to
enlighten you in many ways for both the earthly as well as the
Heavenly knowledge.
When an entity is in Heaven, it is a psycho-spiritual entity. That is,
the soul is inseparably linked with the spirit. I say this, because many
scientists mention that the fetus dreams inside its mother. And I ask
them - from where did they obtain this explanation when they
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themselves do not know about their unknown self?
As you know the Spiritual World does not tolerate egoists, even those
that preach Love in their speeches. The Lord asks for good and
pious works. Not for your benefit but for that of your fellow men.
If, as men we make mistakes, we ought to recognise them and ask
for forgiveness from the Lord, we then open up a new road for the
ascent of our soul and the development of our spirit.
_________________________________________
_____________________
[20:130-131]
The mystery of pregnancy
{3
Dec
1970}
PHARAH: As you all know a woman is an individual to complete Man
because Creation develops the strength of man and not of a woman.
Therefore, a woman lacks soul strength. Do not ask why; it is the
Work of the Most Gracious.
As a woman is of second quality, irrespective if many men are worse
than her, when a woman is pregnant, then her entity is sacred.
In the Eastern Nations the courteous treatment of these people
towards a pregnant woman is widespread. Why? Because she
brings into the world a new innocent life and the innocence of this
microscopic fetus, that has no soul, is destined to take its place in
future society.
The fetus moves by the strength of its mother. But I said that the
pregnant woman is sacred, why?
Because inside her, her soul strength is fortified through another
radiation which in India is called “prana”. When the fetus sees the
sunlight (as you say) then the prana strength leaves the body of the
mother.
Prana is a Divine power of the Universal World that is well known to
the gurus of India. It has many properties of which the gurus only
mention one or two.
Today they attribute prana to the Holy Spirit. This is not correct. The
radiation of the Holy Spirit has a great submitting power and is able
to send part of the prana to a person, if this is necessary to be done.
This mystery of birth, men cannot analyse, but only through
conjecture they talk and confirm what they do not know!

prana: is the Sanskrit word
for "vital life". It is one of the
five organs of vitality or
sensation:
"breath",
"speech", "sight", "hearing",
and "thought"; In Vedanta
philosophy, prana is the
notion of a vital, life
sustaining force of living
beings and vital energy,
comparable to the Chinese
notion of Qi. Prana is a
central concept in Ayurveda
and Yoga where it is
believed to flow through a
network of fine subtle
channels called nadis.

I give this light to the good and obedient faithful of the Spiritual World.
_____________________
________________________________________
[20:23-24]
Birth of male and female
{28 Oct 1964}
PHARAH: We send the soul to the newborn. Depending on the
physical development of the embryo’s shape of male or female, we
send a first or second quality soul. How it develops inside the
mother, as male or female, I will explain.
When the father’s organism is robust - contrary to what the scientists
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believe – the child is born female. But when the mother’s organism is
sturdier than the father’s, the child is born male. All this depends on
the struggle between the spermatozoa, if the fathers are weaker and
the mother’s are stronger then a male is born, and on the contrary a
female is born.
Our aim is not to allow a warmongering nation to specify the gender
based on government’s directive, because then unforseen damage to
the balance of genders will occur. But Nature has foreseen this
point, which We for the present time keep secret.
Science cannot compete with the will and decisions of Heaven,
because it will always err. The Logos is all mighty. Unfortunately,
Man has not perceived this. However, Heaven knows this, the
Creator not the destructor.
________________________________________
Bond between twins
HOMER: There are many categories of twins. We will examine the
two main ones:

_____________________
[10:268-269]

1. The first category is, when two or three or more spermatozoa are
fertilised. In this case the twins are complete and are born one after
the other within a matter of hours. It is possible for one of the twins
to be male and the other female or both to be male or female. As to not discussed here: see
how the psycho-spiritual entities descend to receive the earthly earlier sections.
garment is another topic which I will not discuss here.
2. The second category is, when one spermatozoon is split into two
equal parts and is fed in such a way that each half of the same
organism is completed into an independent embryo.
Before continuing with this case I will mention why the twins of the
second category are truly twins in their thoughts, preferences,
sensitivities etc. They have a very strong telepathic bond.
When two entities, as humans, have a great hatred towards each
other and repeated reincarnations do not alleviate the hatred, then according to Heavenly teachings - Divinity sends them together to
Earth and helps them, by the bisection of the spermatozoon so that
the embrya appear with the same pathogeny. These twins are
either male or female but never of different gender. This twin birth is
very rare, and now you can understand the reason.

pathogeny:
(same
as
pathogenesis) the same
origin and development of
diseases.

You may think at first sight the pathogenesis of twins is a strange
phenomenon, which your doctors are unable to explain because they
are lacking Heavenly knowledge and say whatever their imagination
grasps.
Both joy and sorrow are equal in both twin existences from the same
spermatozoon. They are so much linked pathogenetically that any
dislike from previous existences, even the smallest, totally
disappears from them.
When men do not cultivate their (soul) strength and do not try to cast
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out the horrible fault of hatred and continue in their various
incarnations to feel such hatred for one person or another without
knowing were this comes from, then Divine Providence sends them
to Earth via twin birth.
________________________________________
_____________________
[20:61-63]
About births
{24
Feb
1970}
PHARAH: To your question about multiple births, that is, how two or
more souls are born from the same female entity at the same time,
this is a special case, as is the case of Siamese (twins). If I were to
explain the different cases, 4 volumes of 400 pages each will not be
sufficient to give you even a vague idea of what occurs. That is why I
will concentrate on deformed children because that is what you are
asking.
When spermatozoa are weak and one attaches onto another to
strengthen their egress to the material world, firstly they enter the
vagina of the mother, and there many times they are compressed so
much that they form one body. And because the mother for one
reason or another is not able to transmit her strength, to the two or
three embrya, she transmits to one, and from this one another one or
more acquire strengthening. That is why on rare occasions a child is
born with two heads, two hearts, and one body. Or with one head,
and two hearts, because the other head has been absorbed whilst
growing, whereas the hearts remained intact. Your science says:
“see this strange phenomenon, the child has two hearts!”
In the majority of cases, these human creatures do not have life. It is
one of the punishments in the articles of Divine Law. As soon as the
creature exits from the mother’s womb it receives a soul, and in a
way, it is burdened to accept the situation, which is troublesome to it,
without it of course, being able to speak.
I will mention another case known in the medical circles. It happens
when the embryo is in its mother’s womb and air gets in. The
embryo does not have life but through the air it receives physical
strength and it is possible for it to cry in the womb. The mother is
disturbed without knowing how to explain this phenomenon. Based
on this case, many doctors have the conviction that the embryo has
life inside the womb. This is not true. The doctors have been
deceived because they do not know the divine nature of Man and
they express an opinion based on imagination. Let them engage for
a while with the Spiritual World to be enlightened and then enlighten
their brothers.
The embryo is in no danger whilst inside the womb even if the
umbilical cord is wrapped around the neck of this miniscule entity.
Nature has foreseen everything. Danger exists when the embryo is
to make its exit. A special gynaecologist takes the appropriate
measures for its normal exit.
I will not examine today the various and important medical cases,
that despite the multiple knowledge of science, the doctors ignore,
because they do not have Divine enlightenment. If they have faith in
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the words of the Spiritual World, then the benefits will be many for
humanity.
Man is ready to receive any illness, but his organism rejects those
illnesses that he does not accept when in full health. This means,
that illnesses do not go to Man, but Man goes to them, since he does
not know how to repel them and he does not impose order upon
himself.
I will tell you something else. Every one today occupies themselves
with the various cases of cancer. And what has science produced,
when on one hand it strengthens the illness and with the other seeks
liberation from it?
What is harmful to the rather weak organisms is chemistry and the
inhuman progress of science in the development of harmful drugs.
Today you are fed chemically. In this case, why do you want to repel
sure death from cancer when you yourselves in order to (financially) silver: money.
gain more silver you use chemical substances in your food? You
have even destroyed the virgin lands that enrich you.
What are you asking from Divine Providence when you work against
the directions of the Lord? Do you not know that the chemical
substances contain harmful and efficacious energies for your body?
And that one substance with another form poisons which create
disease agents that are invisible to the best microscope of human
progress?
This is how technical progress benefits but also
irreparably harms the men of disobedience.
__________________
_____________________
About technical methods of birth
[20:126-128]
HIPPOCRATES: The artificial methods that science is considering for {23 Nov 1970}
birth control are foolish. When a scientist manipulates cells, it is
impossible for them to produce life even though they move. With
instruments, Man does not multiply. But, if science wishes to create
humans using the spermatozoa within special tubes, these humans
will not live long because they are lacking something that the
scientists have not thought of: naturalness! It is absurd that they are
destroying millions of humans to create one individual.
The fetus in the womb of the mother is, I repeat, without soul. It
moves through the strength of its mother. Where the fetus is, it is
enlivened by radiations, or let me say, animal magnetism. And if the
cells outside the womb have enough intensity, they imprint their
heredity on the fetus. Therefore, the fetus has to accept such
radiation. For this reason many times the child does not resemble
any one in the family. There are many such cases but I do not have
the time to give a complete explanation today.

A fetus (Latin), also spelled
foetus, fœtus, faetus, or
fætus, is a developing
mammal or other viviparous
vertebrate after embryonic
stage and before birth.

As soon as the fetus sees the light, automatically the soul enters into
it. This has no relationship to the parents. If the heredity cells are
fortified and the soul cannot tolerate them, the child endures them up
to a point and then dies. This is a complicated subject and I will
return to elaborate.
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________________________________________
Test tube
HIPPOCRATES: For some time now a lot of publicity has been given
to the “test tube”. You wonder whether this is correct or not. Since it
is not the tube that gives life in the seeding of man and woman, you
cannot say that Man creates life. This of course, in the majority of
cases, is carried out for people who cannot procreate.

_____________________
[21:221-222]
{5 Aug 1978}

From the woman’s point of view there are justifications, because of
her salpinges. So, after the egg has been fertilised inside the test
tube it is inserted deep inside the female tunnel (uterus) thus
bypassing the obstacles. And so, life can survive to enable the
strongest seed to produce the rest and to keep the fetus inside her
tunnel. But from a man’s point of view, if he is sterile, then another
solution, that your doctors do not yet know, needs to be found.

salpinges: fallopian tubes
also known as oviducts and
uterine tubes - (named after
Gabriele
Fallopio
or
th
Fallopious – 16 century
Italian anatomist). .

test tube: Louise Joy Brown
(born 25 July 1978, in UK,
was the world's first baby to
be conceived by in vitro
fertilization or IVF.

Until now, the child is born in good health and does not have
deficiencies as compared with others. Wait and see what will be the
outcome of the application of this test tube, without this action being The Independent on Sunday
anti-natural. If it is successful, another advance in the area of (UK): 14 Jan 2007:
Brown, the first test-tube
medicine will be recorded.
baby in the world, has given
birth to a child of her own.

Trials have been carried out first on animals and with good results. The boy - named Cameron Be careful only that in this situation other disturbing events from the was conceived naturally and
without IVF.
family side do not intervene.
I do not speak with free spirit, so I do not confuse this section.
Neither do I want to develop this subject in sociological depth,
because I will interfere in other areas that are difficult for you and
your doctors to comprehend. Confine yourselves to what you know
and leave discussions on this subject alone. The test tube is a way
of expediting work where it was not easy to produce results.
Correctly or incorrectly, no one has the right to criticise this action,
since the parents had an absolute need for this link that the child
provided to their family nucleus. When it is well intentioned, the
children are flowers. However, many times instead of flowers there
are weeds. Then the subject in this particular case, changes and
does not belong in My jurisdiction but to another, as the Spiritual
World has already given in older texts.
I am of the opinion that up to here I have partially clarified the point of
your query. The clergy should not interfere where is not invited. It
should try only to enlighten humans about humanity. The rest are not
the exclusive prerogative of the clergy.
________________________________________
When does a soul enter immortality?
HIPPOCRATES: My beloved ones, earthly life has as its end, death
when the soul returns to its starting point. Note! I do not say
immortality!

_____________________
[21:42-44]
{28 Jun 1973}

When an earthly entity dies, you earthly ones have the impression
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that it has been liberated from the hardships of Earth. Yes it may
have left Earth with its hardships and illnesses and entered the
Heavenly plane (so you can understand me) but it waits there for its
examination and the time of its return to your Earth.
Do you know how many billions of people there are on Earth? With
an approximate count they exceed four (4) billion, even though other
say that it is two and half to three (2.5 – 3) billion.

In 1973 when this Teaching
was
given,
Earth’s
population was 3.9 billion
(source World Bank).

From all of these, only a very few have balanced! Now I believe you
can understand why the souls return to your Earth and what is the
aim of Anarhon for them. We all work for this aim.
For this aim We dictate Texts that are completely unknown and
unpublished. They must be possessed by the whole of humanity.
And those of humanity who we gain, for them the doors of Paradise
will be open. For the rest, I am sorry, there is a need for them to
suffer Heavenly ailments that are spiritual, as a torment for the spirit.
Besides, you would have noticed that many souls ask for Our help,
because the ethical pain is greater than the physical.
There are souls that are nostalgic for Earth, their old life, and they
suffer. There are others who hold a grudge against their brothers
who were unjust to them. And there are many others. These souls
remain for a long earthly time in Heaven, until they moderate their
ego, hate, nostalgia towards matter, ambition, easy conquests and
much more.
All these souls are taught daily by various Teachers, so that they can
be helped with their understanding of the reason for their return to
Earth and what they need to be taught so they can achieve balance.
However, when a balanced soul dies, that is, it finds darkness, from
darkness it is reborn into a new life in Heaven, called “Immortality”. I
speak about the balanced souls that depending on their progress
ascend the Stations, until they arrive and enter the Station of
Repose.
With them in the Stations co-exist other souls that have gained
Station B, Γ, Δ etc. but are still lacking something. That is, they are
not completely balanced. They carried out virtuous actions, had a
strong spirit but not soul strength. From these souls that are
substantial in number, some are sent to Earth to increase their soul
strength. Therefore, they have not gained Immortality but only
Heavenly life up to a point.
I give you these images, so you can understand something more
than you already know.
Because the cultivation of entities is lengthy, in earthly time, it is
called “eternity’. Whereas, true Eternity is enjoyed by the souls that
will never return to Earth, the great workshop of their education that
We call Station Alpha.
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Try, my beloved ones, as far as your strength allows, to judge
yourself subjectively. Never justify yourself without knowing what is
“Justice” so that you can gain the favour of the Divine, and through It
balance for your benefit. By helping the Divine, that is Divine
Providence, you will at some stage enjoy in Eternity the plentiful and
unknown gifts of God for a new, brilliant, bright, glittering World of the
future New Creation.
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